Algorithmic Inferences Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

target
detect
complex
inference
vast
analysis
data
revelation
algorithm
attention
identify
ethics
objective
subjective
predictive
anxious

Across
2. a programmed code that sorts data & suggests the best answer to a problem
3. what someone is aiming at
5. making known something that was hidden
10. very complicated
11. without bias; opposite of subjective
14. very large
15. based on personal feelings or individual judgment
16. thoughtful examination of a problem

1. standards of what is right or wrong
2. focusing on something
4. figuring out that something is likely from the evidence for it
6. feeling worried or stressed
7. able to suggest what the future will be
8. find that something is present
9. a way of doing something
12. to recognize something (or someone); determine who or what it is
13. a large amount of information
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